
Selected discography

Beyond A Void – Beyond A Void 
EP 1991 (VOID001)

Lemmon Grass – EP01(ITCHY) 
1994

Lemmon Grass – EP02(One O 
Them) 1995

TriForm – Three Elements of 
Sound EP 1997 (DAC001)

Glorious Springtime – Glorious 
Springtime EP 1997 (DAC002)

Lemmon Grass – RE-ITCHY EP 
2019 (DAC003)

Beyond A Void – Electro30
RKOD-20 2019 (Compilation EP)

OCD presents The Secret Sun: 
Beyond A Void – Reentry EP 
[OCD.SS-TWO]

TriForm Dat & That EP - [DAC004]

Lemmon Grass aka Scott 
Featherstone [ELEGAL2]

Triform - Vinaloop [FAC-01] 
Faciendo

Triform - Feels So Good 
[Undefined]

Scott Featherstone - The 
Underlife EP [O.C.D.]

Glorious Springtime RE:01 
[DAC - Deeper Audio Cuts]

Glorious Springtime RE:02 
[DAC - Deeper Audio Cuts]

Scott Featherstone // TriForm - 
Underground Grooves EP Vol01 
[Is a Feeling] iaf001

Trommel - 
TriForm Vinaloop review:

Most people’s first encounter with 
Triform’s ‘Vinaloop’ came with the 
sight of a clapping Christian AB 
alongside a grinning Ferro at 
A’DAM Toren with the video 
dominating the social media 
waves with cries of the usual 
‘Track ID???’ to no success. After 
a few months of re-circulations, 
our shrugs of indifference led to 
the belief that this was an 
impossible-to-find track 
and would remain 
unknown indefinitely.

Except it wasn’t an obscure, ’90s 
limited press track from an even 
more obscure label, but the track 
‘Vinaloop’, from Triform aka Scott 
Featherstone, which launches 
Desyn‘s new label, Faciendo. The 
digging renaissance has elevated 
interest in older music like few 
could’ve imagined, with producers 
like Scott, whose records from the 
late ’90s have fetched a pretty 
penny on Discogs, being able to 
release music to the masses 
some two decades later thanks to 
one of the finest diggers in the 
scene, Desyn.

The relationship between the two 
was sparked by the label head’s 
natural curiosity for music. After 
Scott’s music from his Deeper 
Audio Cuts had received heavy 
play in Desyn’s sets, he reached 
out to talk about Scott’s releases 
which have become highly sought 
after in the vinyl-hunting circles. 

Booking contact: Gianna Sasso NOVATURIENT
gianna@nt-booking.net

www.scottfeatherstone.com

TriForm // Scott Featherstone

Mostly known for his 
Underground Classic 
TriForm – Vinaloop 
(Faciendo) and early 
releases on his DAC 
(Deeper Audio Cuts) 
label.  Making the 
top 100 records in 
Trommel’s yearly chart 
for two years in a row, 
Scott’s records are 
played and 
enjoyed globally.

DJing and performing Live 
Underground House Music 
Sets, DJ/Remix/Production/
Artist Scott Featherstone 
AKA TriForm / Beyond A 
Void / Lemmon Grass / 
Glorious Springtime is also 
part of Seekers who 
organise parties across 
Europe and beyond.

Links:

Leeds - Backtobasics

Berlin - Hoppetosse

Paris - Badaboom

Barcelona - Tunnel

Berlin - CDV

TriForm - Vinaloop

https://youtu.be/KALwrkWO2gg
https://youtu.be/KALwrkWO2gg
https://youtu.be/qmALGPEvL70
https://youtu.be/6SLFbBT93KA
https://youtu.be/f3u2p07fST4
https://youtu.be/OjiUvoVroZI
https://youtu.be/I71ouzHoFw8

